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·terature and ideals of a people are three subjects 
bend into a complete and harmonious whole. These 

words to express the striving of a race toward an 
•£:::=:a: and moral entity, the inner and outer manifestations, 

_ · t planes, of its collective self. Hence, to compress 
---........,....-::. description of these manifestations in less than a dozen 

so would be very difficult indeed, and I fear that the 
.=::arro· ns of a Review-however hospitable-must prevent 

justice to such a vast subject. Had my readers been 
•~==;. : ould not have attempted it. Without previous know-

- · part, of the European sources of the French-Canadian 
the historical circumstances which have shaped and 

evolution of French-Canadian thought, it would have 
::ely essential to the expounding of this subject to delve 

- at length into a long past era, and indeed to retrace 
11-.:;;;:!E::z sequence of the Mother Country's intellectual activit

?:-ench Canada has elected to remain a localized, mic
::ension of France. However, an all too brief stay 
the spring of 1924 has proved to me that no friendlier 

na1 knowledge of the outgrowth of French Canada 
·than in the Maritime Provinces, and this allows me to 

an historical foreword which otherwise would have 
~:t::::.Oary to the understanding of this subject. 
~~~ this truly extraordinary growth and perpetuation of a 

- · undaunted by the reverses of fate, and experiencing 
lllls::::::: and successful self-development,-this progress of a 

perfect and loyal devotion to a sovereign power under 
,..,...,..e through the workings of destiny and not by the 

•r:a::f ::.ar.ional inheritance, -this growth and progress are 
O:c:IJtprehensible to any but those who are familiar with 

----- :our country. Lastly, and before going any further 
ject., we must remember that the three words art, 

· ideals, although mysteriously bound by that undefin
on tie which unites all things of the mind, cannot 

lf1~::s::::.-::~ to a cohesive study in the case of French Canada. 
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They are three titles of three chapters which, together, 
as yet make a book. 

It is not irn,possible (and, indeed, it has been done frequ _ 
to analyze at the same time the art of a nation and its idea.::
or the literature of a nation and its ideals, -or, again, the art -
literature of a nation, and draw therefrom highly ins., .. ,___ 
parallels and illuminating conclusions. Fot instance, I belien!- · 
Greek sculpture and the Greek drama have deep and adm±:: 
points of resemblance; that the poetical and the pictorial am 
Italy bear astounding similitudes; and, more clearly still, tha -
Gothic cathedral~ of France and the French mediaeval idea.i5 ~ 
inseparable. But French-Canadian art and literature must 
suffer from the very brevity of the period during which they · 
been cultivated and, furthermore, from this very importan 
that when they endeavoured to reflect any national ideals -
obtained results more French than Canadian. 

Time alone could assure the formation of a nationalizeC. 
tellectual effort, and already we may see the proof of its infi 
when we read the purely Canadian poems of Ferland or 
when we see the Evangeline of Henri Hebert and the magnJ·m~ 
lumbermen and ploughboys of our great sculptor Alfred Laliber. 
or when we admire the blazing maple groves of Suzor-CO e -
the snow-clad hills of la Baie Saint-Paul, gleaming in the -
radiance which the brush of Clarence Gagnon so deftly gives 

* * * 
In considering the art -and by this I imply painting, 

ture, and music-or the literature of French Canada, I shoulC. · 
to impress one main consideration upon my reader's mind. 
I can say that the French-Canadians have covered as much grcx:::2:. 
in a century and a half as most other nations during five 
hundred years. By this I mean that a handful of ad en:tx::'I~XE· 
soldiers, sailors and pioneers, widely scattered over a trem.o.c.-.o.;A.;;;;. 
territory and seldom in contact with the extremely small nu;:S:::E 

of really cultured aristocratic, bourgeois, or clerical French 
in the settlements of Quebec or Montreal, have developed .._ 
great people boasting of poets, orators, painters and m\S.G:Z:S. 
all thoroughly proficient in their various activities, and all 
with those qualities of intellectual method, order, rest:rair= 
discipline which characterize French art and literature, 
in less than two hundred years: 

The French population of the province of Quebec CO·~·o..o.= . .:• 
faithfulness to the religion, language and tradition of F 
greatest title to glory. To our artists and litterateurs t:h.E -
is also a guarantee of merit and a safeguard against errors 
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~ _ ulation in general it has been a guiding light. Im
. y, we believe that we have a mission, a message, 

.......,,....::...::-rl ourselves as French, toward our English brothers 
~!!!!:D::.:.: ..... znadians, and toward the world at large as Canadians. 

we given this message? How shall we perform this 
one hand, by our activities in the field of art and 

other by crystallizing our political ideals into definite 
in the third place, by showing to the other nations 

of tradition is not incompatible with loyalty. 
the government of Louis XV abandoned 60,000 

the American continent. Our land became the 
English conquerors and, had we been true to historical 

d have been swept away by this Anglo-Saxon wave 
of a few years. But no. To this day, we are still 

The handful has become a great people of more 
'on citizens, not including the regrettable exodus to 

_...._:rates of America. Two million of us are in the prov
The others are in Ontario or New Brunswick, 

--~i'a"Jc::Ialll service in the Prairie prqvinces, or again represented 
;y the outposts of this great army, the Acadians of 

as it is commonly said and written, solely Normands . 
.. ::.ma;;of the colony included families from Bretagne, Picardy, 

7:rrgU.ndy, Charente, Anjou and the Basque mountains. 
~41-.-.;... Canada is a synthesis of France,-a miniature per

which contains all her racial characteristics. With 
E:.A::l;:es:uy, it is no wonder that our progress in two hundred 

equal, if not superior, to that of other races through
centuries. Hearty and strong physically, and morally 

- .: . e in peace and unity in our wonderfully beautiful 
ebec; and when we overflow its boundaries and un
e over the border, we are still the only people who 

bed, who will not blend in the great neighbouring 
ere more than ten races have methodically and 

:heir racial characteristics. In the New England 
:c::tartee. there are hundreds of thousands of us who have 

,... .. ~,,_..s. unwaveringly, parish by parish and for over forty 
that the catechism should be taught in French. 
earnest and ardent, then, have we been in the very 

_ ba:Ye enriched with the sweat of our labour and the 
patriots! 

..,.-·~'--·- descendants of these 60,000 Frenchmen have kept 
their religion, their French customs and their 
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love for the Mother Country. But at the same time they ha 
had the admirable talent to do all this without failing in their loya.:: . 
to Britain. They have given to Canada eloquent statesmen · 
orators, learned university professors and scientists, poets 
historians, all bearing sound old French names and speaking 
same French language which one hears to-day in Tour~. Chartres 
or Poitiers. And still, these men have no greater desire than 
consecrate the fruit of their talents and labour to the comm 
cause of all British subjects, to the upholding and renown of ;... 
British Empire. 

Indeed they must be praised for the latter, and they ne 
should have been blamed for the former. It is one of the bright 
spots of international psychology that certain races possess, to -
high degree, the love of tradition and the pride of a glorious Jl2S 
Since the French tree has such deep and powerful roots, since it 
kept so jealously the treasury of its antique sap which periodica......:
has blossomed forth in wondrous flowers and ripened into gen 
fruit, it is but logical, in the words of an eminent Frenchman 
Louis Madelin, that the offshoots of this tree have given Fr 
fruit and French flowers, in spite of all strife and obstacles. 

* * * 
Whoever says "French" in speaking of art, automatica...;:_ 

suggests certain qualities of grace, charm, clarity and harm -. • 
Let us now review briefly a few French-Canadian artistic manif 
tions, and see whether we have followed the road taken by our ~ 
cestors. It must, of course, be admitted without the sligh 
spirit of apology that our pictorial, sculptural and musical pat-n·, nrr..,... 

is not very abundant, and that enlarged photographs of the -· 
Cousin Emma are still preferred, in certain social strata 
n~production of Ghirlandajo which would have cost many d 
less. But one can say with veracity that the French-Canac 
farmer, at heart, is far from averse to the external manifestac 
of Beauty. Crafts, and the beautifying of the home, are natl!:"' 
more accessible to him than the brush or the sculptor's mallet, 
I feel quite sure that many a sombre Spanish canvas is less 
satisfying than the colourful charm of a sunny Quebec .,....,...., ... :r

or the mellow light imprisoned in a bit of rose or lilac hnmt:>~:_-,_.. 
from the looms of La M albaie. 

The persistent tendency to the survival of French senc:· ::::~e::: 
and characteristics is found particularly in our French-Ca!m:Z: 
habitant. Far from political dissension, although remarkab •. 
informed on the subject, the soil holds him and will keep him. 
ful, frank and hospitable, he is at work from dawn to dusk. 
cities, of course, the inevitable contact with various mani"lfes:t::.:D:5 
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- · tion, and the insidious inroads of Americanism 
rr........r""!".::; :nodified this simplicity and rugged charm; but the --:z: ~'""""'~ have not changed, and, I believe, cannot change. 

~::=a:t.--<.:Z::!a!dian has in all things tact, grace and sincerity. 
~:--. if we have not as yet many works of art, those 
are always delightful, fresh and spontaneous. 

::::a::1 an outline would be impossible, of course. The first 
lony yield nothing of importance to the seeker or 

~ ::nasterpieces, beyond timid attempts at bead work, 
......... ~ :ashion, which were for a time much sought after by 

~;:::::r..·::s-·· of Versailles. The pioneer's wife was too busy to 
fairylike embroidery needle of her native Bretagne. 

::igher artistic forms were neglected, as in the whole 
to:..:.... ~erican continent, we lay claim to a few interesting 

,;:_~T ...... .._____·bread boxes, bed-cupboards, tables, chairs and 
•licE:: wheels-which would not have been unworthy 

~lvania and Virginia craftsmen; and to a few dully 
harmoniously conceived pieces of ceramics,-jugs, 

bowls. I have known in Levis, near Quebec. a pictur
who was, I believe, the last representative of the 

_ He shaped, tinted, and baked his own wares, and 
•.-:~r::::t::t:.C consciously every movement of the potters whom 
--·-""""-....:...:... .\rmenia. 

?Z=::~ as in all other countries, first appears in the form 
:empts at reproducing religious scenes-altar pieces, 
carvings for altars and railings. Most of these works 

----..--~ crude, however sincere. France had already out-· 
- ·-clad shepherds of Trianon and the quite unclad 

... SEs = ~ e 1st and 2nd Empires, when Canada could not claim 
artist, such a qualification being too lofty for such 

•-=:&r::F- ers as Legare (circa 1795), Hamel (1814), and Plamon
''The first artists" writes the eminent French painter 
Dyonnet, who has done so much for Canadian art, 

,..._-;:::::::Ja:J-1}.- self-taught. One of the first to go to Paris to study 
...:: the Chevalier de Beaucourt, who was born about 

ed to Canada, and practised his art, but it is not •-= -,.:=s::mf::r he trained any pupils." An embryonic art school, 
for wood carving and architecture, was also fairly 

at Saint-Vincent-de-Paul, near Montreal. 
however, were scattered and deserve naught but 
It can be affirmed that our first really noticeable 

... E::::--'.3c~~;a Huot, Franchere, Saint-Charles-did not at
c:i.i:!ln·on and respect of the public before 1880 or there-
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abouts. Then, as in the case of literature, trips to Rome and Paris 
having become more accessible to thin pocketbooks, the Academie 
Julian and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts received French-Canadian 
students for the first time; periodical salons, or exhibitions, took 
place in Montreal; and an organized movement was launched, 
to which we owe the regular and daily attendance, since 1872, 
of hundreds of students in drawing, painting and modelling. 

French-Canadian sculptors (like Philippe Hebert, and his son 
Henri), French-Canadian painters (like Henri Julien, Massicotte, 
Suzor-Cote, Leduc, Gill, Beau, Fabien, Lamarche) have given 
vibrant life to our local types and landscapes. They have been 
acclaimed by the European press and rewarded at the Paris Salons. 
There is scarce a gallery in France, England or Germany which does 
not own an etching by Clarence Gagnon, and on both sides of the 
Atlantic the masterly works in sculpture of Alfred Laliberte are 
being hailed with exthusiasm. 

To-day we have in Montreal an Ecole des Beaux-Arts in which, 
from rudiments to the most advanced forms of mastery, painting, 
drawing, decorative art, sculpture and architecture are taught to 
an avidly receptive youthful generation. The province of Quebec 
may justly claim that for adequate and modern equipment, luxurious 
surroundings and excellence of teaching staff this institution has 
no second on the American continent. It is a new venture. It was 
inaugurated in October, 1923, and the seven hundred names 
registered on its books during the first four weeks following 
its opening are the best proof of the interest shown in art by young 
French Canada. The tuition is free, as the school is a provincial 
State institution. Canada owes this splendid innovation to the 
untiring efforts of a great French-Canadian, our Provincial Secret
ary, the Honourable L. Athanase David. 

Of music less can be said. But I should not have dealt thor
oughly with French-Canadian art without mentioning it. What 
description has been attempted of the development of painting could 
be applied to the development of our musical artists. The abundant 
store of musical folklore which we have inherited from our French 
fathers of the XVth and XVIth centuries has not been resorted to 
noticeably, as it is more interesting from the point of view of language 
and study of old customs than from that of melody or harmony. 
Thus it is that we have not, as yet, our national musician, our 
Grieg, or Rimsky-Korsakoff, or MacDowell. But a movement is 
on foot by which the countryside is carefully combed by experienced 
musicians, armed with reproducing phonographic disks, who visit 
the northern and lower-eastern regions of the province of Quebec, 
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'ery mouth of elderly dames and "grand-peres" 
yesterday. These songs are then written down 

periods and French provinces, and, eventually, 
ough musicographicallibrary, where our young 

_ acquire inspiration and gradually give to French 
- ers of national symphonies or operas without whom 

artistically complete. 
a few composers of religious music:]. B. Labelle, 

........,~, ..... e, Alexis Contant, Achille Fortier, whose fame 
e very high standing attained by Pelletier and 

"Tile~ . ................ -...... two artists of outstanding merit, whose works 
.......... ~med and praised in Europe as well as in America. 

:J::i:::::Xics. masses, motets and cantatas are not sufficient for a 
_.Pf:• _ claim to fame. In the field of la musique profane, 

_ __ creative work must be accomplished before public 
-=~::Xn ·- merited, and that is, at present, in the hands of a 

1, whose leaders are actually in Paris after having 
"'!!::~ri~ scholarships, and who astound even this most blasee 

.: their daring, novel and exquisite compositions. 
* * * 

of literature, it must be said once more that French
!thfulness to memory and tradition has been a truly 

~q;c::::; _ omenon. This has been analyzed and commented 
_ ::::ropean critics and writers with something akin to awe; 
.,.., . .,,..,--n-Canadians, in spite of time and distance, and having 

.:=:t=::::J::C ~emse1ves with a wall of indifference to all external 
influence, have managed to live for two centuries in 
osphere of Old France, with its religion, language 
erbs and general idiosyncrasies. 

we have had little time for the pen. We were too busy 
·et and the plough. But the day has come when we 

:-claim an intellectual elite. We have writers and think
mean dreamers-and perhaps, until this last decade 

ourable L. Athanase David has given a truly stupend
encouragement to art and literature, perhaps we had 

them sufficient praise and help. But all this is over, and 
wide open to those who, from the study of a glorious 

the encouragement of a peaceful present and harmon
unity, are endeavouring to draw lessons, and crystallize 

:ulas, which will eventually bring forth a French-
- erature, based on French culture, Canadian in its 

externals, and a fut~e component part of the British 
ering to the world. 

a report was sent to Queen Victoria, in which Lord 
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Durham wrote: "One cannot conceive of a people more devoid of 
all that which might give strength and elevation to a nation than 
the French of Lower Canada . . they have no history, they have 
literature." Even at that date, the noble lord was wrong; but 
nowadays, I trust that an emphatic refutation would be more than 
superfluous. We have a history, and we have a literature. 1~ 
would be idle to dwell on the former, but the following paragraplli 
will describe briefly our literary efforts and attainments. 

True, our treasury of belles-lettres is not very large, but neverth~ 
less the French-Canadians could invoke a thousand extenuatin
circumstances for this state of affairs, and answer without fear 
any accusation of national indolence or concerted negligence. 
Briefly, one can say that all of French-Canadian literature is helc 
within the nineteenth century. We had acquired its first elements 
in 1760, and then only did French writings in Canada attain an. 
local significance or such characteristics as could authorize thek 
being classified under the heading of "national literature." 

One can scarcely imagine a ground less fertile, and circumstances 
less favourable to literary development than French Canada a.IlC 

its mental atmosphere on the morrow of its relinquishment to Eng
land. For a population of some 70,000 Canadians, it has been 
calculated that Lower Canada contained fewer than 60,000 book in 
all-barely the library of a modem scholar of comfortable means. 
Two or three gazettes, or papiers-nouvelles, offered mediocre transla
tions of articles culled from English journals, or reprinted uninter
esting French texts which had nothing to do with our country. 
Moreover, of the four periods into which our literary history ·
commonly divided, namely-1760 to 1800, 1800 to 1820, 1820 
1860, and 1860 to 1900, one only, the last, was not made blOOC:
stained by internal strife. Furthermore, the clergy (who ha 
always, amongst Latin races, been at the basis of all intellectuz: 
culture) were during the three first periods too occupied with 
heroic and gigantic task of colonization to do more than l.inri: 
their teaching to scholastic and religious rudiments. 

Let us add to all this a certain practical and severe spin
the result of dealing constantly with economic problems; a speci 
of amused nonchalance (in certain sections of the population) w · 
killed in the bud any timid literary aspiration; and lastly, the :....
difference to things academic shown by the majority of the · 
who allowed meritorious works to remain unsold on the shelv~ · 
our two or three bookstores. All this is no mere imaginary verbiage 
I have translated freely from a letter written by one of our 
in 1805. 
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'-'---·~:: .. however, worthy writers were added to our national 
Lelligent men took hold of our tepid and ill-informed 
thly press, and we all know that, since 1800, our 

~!!:it:::. :::J~spa[pe!rs have increased in interest, literary correctness, 
size, until now their number exceeds one hundred. 

colleges and other institutions of learning helped 
-~==~--~ instilling order and discipline into the minds of a 
--- ~:cr.:[j"ion far too much influenced by French romanticism 

·~5::::;;5'-:ed Jean-Jacques Rousseau. The insurrection of 1837, 
...::::s:±~!c:J· !Il of 1840, called our men to the rostrum. We had, 

and no critics, no novelists; but the first two periods 
produced political orators, historians, and essayists 

----.5::":Ell.::~Y. philosophical turn of mind. These men were called 
t, Garneau, Chauveau, Tache, the truly remarkable 
d who, in turn, reveals himself as a satiric poet, 

JO::::::::::l.lrns· t and an erudite historian, and Denis Benjamin, 
-~"'---· · painstaking compiler, whose works are to-day of the 

:ty to the student of Canadian history. 
-,___ me third period, the efforts of our intelligentzia were 

•s:::~ · y toward giving a distinct and personal public ex
-- French-Canadian people. And since nothing reveals 

--·- y the national self than a "literature," our leading -III::E :.ed themselves to fortifying and developing French-
UIIIiill:f:::i:::! :..Lerature. Bibaud, Garneau and Ferland wrote their 

_ meau, Morin and Lafontaine proved themselves to 
~;:=:!~-e and inspiring orators; our only philosopher, who was 

.-...--.;.....u. journalist and sociologist, Etienne Parent, published 
.. a:::::Z!i= ys; and, at last, French Canada hailed her first truly 

ve Cremazie. 
----..::. " e fourth and last period of our literary evolution, 
~--......-aal efforts of my people became more and more ac

eign travel and studies being, of course, facilitated 
+the times, internal peace being restored, and academic 
~ e considered as a prerogative of the idle, the morbid 
..:.. eritable host of writers appeared in French Canada, 

excellent poet Louis Frechette, and numbering in 
men as Benjamin Suite, Routhier, Pamphile Lemay 

:::l:~mx: of Longfellow's Evangeline), Napoleon Legendre 
......_ .... .,..""" Gill Nowadays, literary France gives as much at-

•c:!:. z:::m.iration to the poems of Albert Lozeau, Nelligan 
hi Irish name, has been perhaps our most sensitive 

_,_,_T . and Rene Chopin, as to those of her own writers, 
-...:1:::--ua.l to read in a Parisian newspaper or on a brightly 
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coloured poster of the boulevards-"To-night," in this or that hall 
or theatre, "there will be an address on French-Canadian 
poetry" or "readings of the works of French-Canadian poets." 
Amongst our historians, the name of Gameau ranks first, and 
our writers of historical monographs, Messieurs Roy, de Celles, 
and Senators L. 0. David and Chapais have shown a mastery of 
the French language equalled only by their thorough knowledge of 
our splendid past. 

Strange to say, there is but one form of literary endeavour 
into the field of which French-Canadian writers have not ventured, 
and that is the novel. We have had, of course, numerous historical 
novelists-Gerin-Lajoie, de Gaspe, de Boucherville, Marmette and 
Tardivel- who clad historical events with ·a thin veil of love, in
trigue, and adventure, and our delightful philosophical romanciere, 
Laure Conan, but French Canada still awaits her writer of true 
romance. 

There is another thing which must be recalled whenever 
French-Canadian literature is being discussed, and that is the found
ation, in 1923, of a yearly prize of five thousand dollars, offered by 
the province of Quebec, for the best book of the current year. 
This we owe again to the Honourable L. Athanase David, our in
spiring and inspired Provincial Secretary, who in the few years 
during which he has directed our Department of Education has 
championed the cause of intellectual French Canada and ridden 
down all obstacles like a veritable Saint Michael. Some sixty books 
were submitted to the jury last year, all published between April. 
1922, and April, 1923. They were not all masterpieces, but they 
were sincere, and clean, and fine-a true pledge of our literary 
future, the forerunners of an army of writers who by blending 
their Latin sense of beauty with the mental discipline obtaineC. 
through Saxon daily contacts will make a place for French-Canaclian 
literature in the universal Pantheon and reveal to the world the 
ideals of French Canada. 

* * * 
The ideals of French Canada! How definite, how tangib~ 

but at the same time how very difficult it is to put them into woro . 
The coining of a definition is a very subtle and dangero-._: 

problem, and I hesitate to undertake it-especially as a defini · 
tanquam definitio, should be brief, while the one which I am about 
write here far from fulfills this quality. Brevity, however, 
be sacrificed to clarity, and I believe that the following is sufficien _ 
comprehensive:-Our aim is to attain the highest racial develo'1ITNJI"T..:.. 
both socially and intellectually, while maintaining unwavering/) · 
religion and language of our forefathers, and abstaining fro 
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.;ii!Jte;:: c:IJ.d~~ act which would be contrary to the interests of the 
of the Empire. 

d established in Canada (Cf. Emile Salone, La Coloni-
• ·our:elle-France) a feudal regime which constituted 

her principal means of colonization. Successively, 
~"""'~ ..... e parish, village, borough, town, city. It is there, 

a..:::::33t:=::::!::::. trenches dug in the sands of history, that the survival 
..... ..., ...... ~-""spirit has carried on, silently and victoriously, but no 

..L6-'---"· Look at a map of the province of Quebec; it is covered 
names most of which date from the Louis of Versailles. 
imprint that France has left upon Canada. They are 

Past, a seal left unbroken by the upheaval of 1764 
of uneasiness and misunderstandings, and which 

oken. The generous Quebec Act of 177 4, by which 
restored to us, and in 1791 the dividing of Canada 

self-governing provinces of Lower Canada and Upper 
our rewards and a proof, added to innumerable 

,.. e fairness of British government. Honest constancy 
. erlooked. The French-Canadians have not forgotten 

forget this liberal attitude. Their motto is ] e me 
.iiiiK:i:::c:s;. a:~ the unity of purpose which binds together the various 

country is the inestimable result of 1794 and 1791. 
;rrovince of Quebec, so ably administered by the Ho-
• Taschereau, we are at last masters of our fate and 

:our soul. We are· at home; we have our own laws, 
,.,...,,...,...... ; we are free to speak our language; and we do not 

owe all this to the broad-minded and fair policies 
In return, our influence toward the common good has 

~portant, and such names as Pierre Bedard, Joseph 
· Papineau, Morin, Etienne Cartier and Wilfrid Laurier 

· ::::nagnificent share that the French-Canadians have had 
-::mk::i:ng of our country and the elaboration of England's 

-==~c. . nia1 politics. Friendlier relations and mutual under-
e order of the day. -Since all good Canadians have 

- to perform, they must share common ideals. 
· · s may clothe these details with superficial dis

variations, but we all know, deep in our hearts, 
• but one thing that counts-Canada! 


